Obedience
“O child of the Light, you obey naturally for such is the will of the I in this nook of the
Garden, and you are this I!
And the I naturally obeys for such is the will of the I Am in this Garden, and the I is
the I Am!
And the I Am naturally obeys for such is the will of the Grand Logos for this Garden,
and the I Am is the Grand Logos!
And the Grand Logos, the Cause, the Principle, decides all for his Garden, so great is
his infinite splendor.
Child of the Light, the Grand Logos, in its infinite splendor, decides the rule of the
Play, the law in its Garden.
So was born Order.
And the I Am watches over the order of the Play in this Garden, because it is the Law.
For he is the Law because he is the Grand Logos in his Garden.
And the I watches over the Play order in this corner of the Garden for it is the Law.
And he is the Law for it is the I Am in this corner of the Garden.
And you, child of the Light, you guard the Play order in your nook of the Garden for
you are the Law. And you are the Law for you are the I in this nook of the Garden.
And so the order lives.
So has been decided by the Grand Logos, the Principle, the Cause, in its infinite
splendor.
Child of the Light, in the grand Cosmos, the Universe, the Garden, there exist only
two things:
What the grand Logos, the Principle, the Cause, has decided in its infinite splendor;
What Humanity, and perhaps you, has imagined in its puny, limited vision.
The first thing has been, is, and shall be forever
The second thing solely exists in the egoistic play of humanity, in yours perhaps. It
does not have a real existence, only the one given by humanity. Then it will disappear
and only the first thing will endure forever: the Great Play.
Child of the Light, the Law is the rule of the Play,
The rule of the Play makes the Order arise.
The Order brings Peace.
And in Peace reigns Love.
Child of the Light, when you do want to play, you familiarize yourself with the rule of
the play, then you follow it the best you can. To observe the rule of the play is to obey to
it…
Child of the Light, from the absolute obediance to the Law results perfect Order. This
Order brings Peace, and in Peace reigns Love.
When the Light received the Order to Be, it radiated, and of this emanation was born
the Life of the Universe. The Light itself obeyed, it obeyed with an absolute obedience.
It obeyed naturally, and so it is in the Grand Play.
And you, child of the Light, child of the Light itself, how do you obey?
Meditate, meditate, and realize!

Do you see now how absolute should the obedience be in order to play the great Play?
Do you see now how for you all depends upon this obedience?
Do you now see that there is only one reality, and that all other things are illusion,
blind illusion, terrible illusion, dragging behind them a rosary made of human miseries?
Do you see now, in order to play the only Play, the great Play, you have to forgo this
illusion, this blind illusion, and thread the Path of Light?
Do you now see that the Path of Light is yours, is for you, child of the Light?
Obey, and Go!
Child of the Light, would you have, like so many others, forgotten the rule of the Play,
forgotten the Play itself?
Child of the Light, have the courage of total sincerity. Dare to face the situation face
to face, objectively. When you play a collective play, and that, during this play, you start
to play another one, a play for you alone; you can easily understand that perturbations are
created. These perturbations involve you and also others, because you are still within the
great Play.
Child of the Light, the Universe is organized for the great Play and only this Play.
How could you still wonder about the ills you attract to yourself when you imagine to
play another play? How do you allow yourself, when you are stuck in your own rut, to
think that it is a thing willed by the rule of the great Play? Don’t you see that it is you
who create all these ills? Don’t you see that it is incumbent to you to pull yourself out of
your world of illusion and re-enter into the Order? Don’t you see that yourself is
responsible of the order or disorder created in you or around you, because you are the
Law?
Child of the Light, dare to open you eyes and look at your situation face to face! Look
within and without yourself!
You can now understand that there are not several ways of playing the great Play.
You cannot play half way or a quarter of the way, or vaguely. You play it or not, there is
not any other possibility. And if you do not play it, it means you are playing at
something different, the play of the personal illusion: and it is the play of most of
humanity…
Still courageous? Yes! Then look again:
In the totality of the human activities, can you find a single one which is really right?
O, you seek in vain, there is none! Wherever you look, you will find always as a bottom
line an interest, or a form of egoistic corruption, and this from the best scientific
institutions to the high social and humanitarian societies.
Look sharply, deeply.
But don’t be afraid: there are anyway numerous luminous points. During all dark
periods, in all activities, there have been always isolated pioneers working in truth,
sometimes understood, more often miscomprehended; their labor often pursued, always
deformed… These pioneers, all of them had courage, the courage to obey. They had also
the faith in quiet certitude.
And you, child of the Light, do you have the courage, the courage to obey? Have you
awakened the faith of quiet certitude?

Although the dawn the Age of Light already throws its brilliance, although the aid
brought to the students on the Path be greater than it has ever been before, you still need
courage, because, for the exterior world, the last eddies of the dark period have not yet
destroyed the major illusions, and that many places need to be cleaned before the Light
can bring it new brilliance.
Child of the Light, in order to enter in the Order of the great Play, you have solely one
possibility, the one to follow the Path of Light. It is not important whether you call the
Path by one name or another. It is but the path along which you learn to support Truth in
its radiance always more total. Though this you are purified and harmonized. And hence
you re-become the true Temple of Love. Henceforth in the Sanctum of theTemple, the
Light shall shine without veil and you shall what you always were: a child of the Light, of
the Light itself, guarding the Order of the Play in this nook of the Garden.
You know the seven fundamental lessons; you now know what you have to do in order
to consciously decide to thread the Path of Light. You purify, harmonize yourself, and
you understand better:
You realize that, for the rise of the Feeling to accomplish itself, you need an absolute
obedience to the Feeling.
You realize that, for mastering the attention, there should be an absolute obedience to
the Feeling.
You realize that, for the birth of the Christ conscience to occur in you, there should be
an absolute obeisance to the Feeling in its new brilliance.
You realize that, for a renewing to occur to you, there should be an absolute obedience
to the Feeling that now shines in a Christly blaze.
You realize that, for the rose to bloom on your Cross, there shall be an absolute
obedience to the Christ consciousness vibrating in you.
You realize that, for the Ascension be possible, there should be an absolute obedience
to the Feeling that is now the Christ in you, that is now the Light, the Light emitted from
the Sanctum of your Temple, with the natural brilliance of each child of the Light.
Soon you feel almost free! This is well, but remember that you have now to prove that
you know how to obey, to absolutely obey: for in the great Play, the absolute obedience is
simply the natural obedience.
Remember:
When the Light, the Light received the order to be, it radiated, and from this
emanation sprung forth the Life of the Universe. The Light, the Light itself, obeyed, an
absolute obedience. It obeyed naturally, for it is so in the great Play. And you, child of
the Light, child of the Light itself, how do you obey?

